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Introduction
Today the market is packed with lots of offers for investing and gaining 
by cryptocurrency (Lending Systems, Trusts). But not all of them are 
high-quality, profitable and reliable. 

Our system would effectively assist in obtaining the maximum profit 
safely, securely, comfortably and steadily. We have dramatically simpli-
fied investing by linking the profit to the exchange rate of our coin. The 
one and only thing you need to do is to purchase our coin either at ICO 
(which is cheaper) or at fully-fledged launch of the platform.   

Unlike most similar platforms, we generate profits not only by our coin 
resale, but we trade systems at exchanges with excessive profits. These 
profits we share with you. 
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Issue
Most people are trying and have been trying to trade at cryptocurrency 
exchanges on their own. Very few of them were successful though.   

Some of them have been buying ‘signals’ and trying to work on them. 
But, as it was obvious from the very beginning, it simply does not work.  

The only you got was a waste of money and it is wrong!  

At the outset, we were also trading on signals, investing in various funds, 
ICO. And we lost a lot of money too. 
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Solution
After a while we accidently got a new idea that if a new coin was added to 
coinmarketcap and started being traded at exchanges, it would rise up to 
87% (if a coin is ensured somehow). And we started analyzing. 

Let’s take a look at the screenshot of the page http://coinmarketcap.com/new/

Now we will calculate a bit (even without the potential analysis of the coin, though we normally do it at 
our platform) and buy. As the first step our platform would purchase promising coins (manual analysis) 
and those which are already traded at exchanges. 

For instance we would buy each coin for $1000. In 9 days this purchase would let one 
earn $713,40 (if selling the coins for current prices). 
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Other coins (the second step) shall remain at the platform until they show 
significant raise, as it was well noticed that every coin is pumped pretty fre-
quently within a short period of time.

EXAMPLE
As a result, our platform provides us a with a nice profit and we will pay a part of it 
to you.
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ICO

Start Date End Date Coins

But to make it work and gain the nice profit we constantly need a big number of free bitcoins. For 
this reason, we make ICO, where we get your bitcoins for further work. In substitution, we provide 
you with our coin, index (price) of which increases at the expenses of buy-back. This way you make 
profit and we receive significant number of means for our platform activity.    

Initial coin offering

20
November 2017
12 PM UTC+0

10 
December 2017
12 PM UTC+0

16 500 000 
IDEA COIN

16 500 000 coins IDEA COIN will be on ICO (1 650 000 of them would go to referral payments)
All coins not sold at ICO would be burnt after the end of ICO.
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ICO
5 Rounds
ICO consists of 5 rounds. 
Coin price will be raising at every next round. So, you’d better hurry up to buy the coins at minimal cost. 

Every round is limited by quantity of coins with no time limits. 

Round Coin quantity Price
1 1 600 000 $0.85

2 1 800 000 $0.90

3 2 000 000 $0.95

4 2 200 000 $1.00

5 2 400 000 $1.05

Allocation of coins after:
30% - Payment of interest to investors  
30% - Further development of the platform (according to the roadmap)
20% - Management of the exchange course of the coin and administration of the platform 
20% - Advertising, media campaign 

The rest 4 500 000 coins will be available for mining by algorithm PoS/PoW 
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The highest return per month is 45% of your investment.

Lending is to invest by your own Idea Coins (IDEA) to get the return on a daily basis from the Man-
agement of IDEACOIN.

IdeaCoin provides investment options for you to get the full benefit as per your investment ability. In 
case you would like to invest more than $1,010 , IdeaCoin will guarantee your return per day based 
on your investment as the additional benefit, excluding your daily return.

Lending

Lending Investment

$100 - $499
Lending Interest
Volatility Interest

Capital Return

After 240 Days

Lending Investment

$500 - $999
Lending Interest
Volatility Interest + 0.05%

Capital Return

After 210 Days

Lending Investment

$1000 - $4999
Lending Interest
Volatility Interest + 0.10%

Capital Return

After 180 Days

Lending Investment

$5000 - $9999
Lending Interest
Volatility Interest + 0.20%

Capital Return

After 150 Days

Lending Investment

$1000 - $49999
Lending Interest
Volatility Interest + 0.25%

Capital Return

After 120 Days

Lending Investment

$50000 - $99999
Lending Interest
Volatility Interest + 0.30%

Capital Return

After 90 Days

Remember: Volatility software offers you a variable interest as per bitcoin and other coins market 
fluctuations
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Mining
The special to IDEA COIN is the name. This is because of its extraor-
dinary ability to be mined by every IDEA COIN user from home. It is 
said, that it is impossible to create gold at home. You have to work hard 
to find it. IDEA COIN works in a similar way. With the big difference, 
that your mint is your home. With the technology of IDEA COIN you 
are able to create IDEA COIN with your computer or special hardware 
(ASIC)

IDEA COIN can be mined with X11 algorithm .To earn a reward 
through PoW mining IDEA COIN, download the IDEA COIN wallet for 
your operating system.
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Stacking
Why can you earn profit from Staking? As IDEA COIN blockchain tech-
nology will give you bonus you when you hold your coin and your coin 
will be used to stake. 

It is a way to confirm transaction for the system, the more you keep 
IDEA COIN, the more bonus you earn from Staking. 

This means that if you just hold your coin in your wallet over time, and 
your coins are not used for Staking, you could miss substantial benefit. 
So if you have IDEA COIN that you are not involved in lending or trad-
ing then you should be involved in staking. 

With IDEA COIN, you are always guaranteed to earn profit in one way 
or another. We offer a specific constructions of staking on our website, 
so if you are really interested in Staking, please visit our website for 
more details.

Staking profit as following
January 2018 - June 2018 11% per month

July 2018 - December 2018 8% per month

January 2019 - June 2019 6% per month

July 2019 - December 2019 5% per month

January 2020 - June 2020 3% per month

July 2020 - December 2020 1.5% per month
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Partnership program
When you invite new participants, we pay you the commissions in 
coins IDEA COIN. We will offer you various types of partnership re-
wards. 

1 You will receive rewards for every purchase made any user invited by you 
and by anybody of a lower level (to 7 levels down): 

7 Level partnership program for sale of coins at ICO

Level 1: 8%
Level 2: 3%
Level 3: 2%
Level 4: 1%
Level 5: 1%
Level 6: 1%
Level 7: 0.5%

2 You will receive rewards for any user who has signed in by your link and 
by a link of a user, you have invited (to 7 levels down), and started Lend-
ing program (after ICO). This partnership program does not apply to coins 
bought at ICO and used for Lending Program

7 level partnership program for Lending Program

Level 1: 8%
Level 2: 3%
Level 3: 2%
Level 4: 1%
Level 5: 1%
Level 6: 1%
Level 7: 0.5%

* all coins bought at ICO 
DO NOT PARTICIPATE 
in this program
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Binary bonus
We are the ones who offer this type of partnership bonus, we want 
you to earn even more in the future with the team! 

For every number of coins invested to Lending Program you will get 
credits 1:1 (it means, that a user, who invested $2000, will generate 
you 2000 credits in the correspondent binary leg).

When more than 2500 credits pile up in right or left binary leg, you 
close one binary cycle. 

1 binary cycle makes you a bonus of $100 at the account of Lending 
Wallet. Maximum number of binary cycles at 24h is 4 cycles.

After the end of a binary cycle 2500 credits from the right and the left 
are to be written off (the rest of credits remain and do not burn).  

3 Binary Bonus

$2500 to Lending
+2500 credits for you

$1500 to Lending
+1500 credits for you

$700 to Lending
+700 credits for you

$1900 to Lending
+1900 credits for you

2600 credits 4000 credits

You get Bonus $100
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Trade
You can make a serious profit at the internal (or external) exchange by 
purchasing coins IDEA COIN and their resale for a higher price. 

In order to allow professional traders to join us, we launch our coin to 
big external exchanges, where you can buy and sell them.  
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Roadmap
September 2017
- Success Launch Beta version of IDE-
ABOT

October 2017
- Site Launch
- Best version IDEACOIN System

November 2017 
- ICO Crown Sale

December 2017
- Lending Program
- IDEACOIN Local Exchanger
- Binary System
- Marketing Company

January 2018
- Staking PoS System
- Listing on Coinmarketcap
- Listing on LiveCoin
- Listing on Coinexchange and others 

February 2018
- IDEACOIN Block Explorer
- Desktop Wallet

March 2018
- IDEABOT v2.0 (ERC20 Version)

June 2018
- IDEA Debit Cards

July 2018 
- iOS, Android App
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Team
On behalf of IDEA COIN Team, we thank you for your interest in our White paper. 
The White paper provides you with a brief summary about our mission and values, 
our commitment to all of you. To fulfill our commitment in the best possible way, we 
arranged our Team as follows: 

Development Team
This is our key Team; their skills and expertise are our main budget line. 

Management Team
A remarkable success requires a long-term vision as well as leading management ex-
perience, that is the reason why we decide to work with the most experienced and 
talented managers in technology, marketing and business fields. 

Consultant Team
Instead of wasting time for unfeasible matters, we choose to work with experienced 
and successful experts, who know paths to their financial success with numerous 
projects and know such paths for others. 

Third party partners
Complementing to our own team, we also cooperate with Third party partners. We 
believe in their great contribution to success of IDEA COIN thanks to their outstand-
ing experience and skills. We are very selective in terms of choice of our possible 
partners, ensuring that all together we would be able to provide you with the best 
products and services ever.
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Contacts
Support Team: http://support.ideacoin.co
Support Email: support@ideacoin.co

Consideration
Investment is always risky, so we highly recommend you signing 
in directly at the IDEA COIN website and carefully reading all the 
details. Please do not rely on other people opinion or ask someone 
else to invest for you to prevent fraud and impersonation of IDEA 
COIN. 

All investors are kindly requested to sign in directly at IDEA COIN 
website and invest their money only. IDEA COIN policy does not 
cover any other investment channels, apart from IDEA COIN web-
site. 


